
System engineer for Space business

We are looking for an experienced system engineer to develop our micro satellites in
Aalborg.

At Space Inventor, we are looking for a responsible and innovative systems engineer to join
our team of space engineers. We work with the design of satellites, which are built in our
production facility in Aalborg. We are looking for an engineer who has an understanding and
interest in satellite development as a whole. In the process, you will work with analysis,
design, and testing of our satellites, which are developed for our international customers.

Are you an experienced systems engineer with a general helicopter view who manages to
lead your ideas from concept to end product and would you like a job in the space industry
and help set the standard for modern space technology, then we would like to hear from you.

About the company
Space Inventor ApS is a Danish satellite manufacturer of micro- and nanosatellites located in Aalborg
and Copenhagen. We offer complete satellites and mission designs, as well as individual satellite
modules / systems.

Our customers are located all over the world and we have partners in several countries.
Space Inventor has 32 employees divided into the engineering team, production, as well as sales and
project management. We have development activities in Aalborg and Copenhagen, while  the
production takes place in Aalborg.

About the position
The tasks of the systems engineer involve contact with many technical disciplines within satellite
development. You choose whether you want to be part of our team living in central Copenhagen or in
our team living close to the center of Aalborg.

Satellite development requires knowledge of:
● Technical budgets for power consumption, mass, communication, position determination;
● Mechanical design and thermal balance;
● Wide understanding for mechanics, electronic and software, as well as the interplay between

these;
● Product development for new designs for the future;
● Participation in internal and external meetings;
● Documentation and technical  descriptions.

There are great opportunities for you to have an impact on tasks. In the longer term, you can build up
more responsibility for projects or participate in laboratory work in connection with integration and test
activities.

We have room for personal professional development in all the mentioned areas in collaboration with
other developers and management. We aim for continuous development and further training of
employees.



Primary work assignments:
- Participate in the specification and design of subsystems for satellites;
- Contribute to continuous updating of internal technical systems and tools;
- Satellites configuration and planning;
- Processing customer requirements for satellite functionality;
- Planning satellite missions;
- Determination of mission-specific operations during testing and daily operation of the satellite;
- Commissioning of satellites and support of daily operations.

We imagine that you are
- interested  in daily work with technical space projects;
- willing to participate in a project team with given activities, priorities and plans;
- well-versed in mathematics and physics and fully familiar with high school mathematics /

physics level A.
- proficient in using spreadsheets
- willing to work with a committed project team;
- able to work structured and purposefully - but also be able to think outside the box when

required;
- masters English perfectly in both writing and speaking;

We offers
A job position full time, where you can be allowed to try out skills with many different disciplines in
space technology:

- A job in an exciting industry with a large international interface
- To become part of a growing company, with good opportunities to shape your position and the

tasks you perform;
- Good colleagues and several social events a year;
- Health insurance, canteen scheme and other staff benefits

How to apply
If you are interested in applying for the position, please send an application and CV. to
jobs@space-inventor.com please write “System engineer” in the headline.

If you have any questions for this position, feel free to contact us on the same email address then we
will get back to you as soon as possible.

Interviews are held on an ongoing basis until the right candidate is found. We look forward to having a
new colleague on board as soon as possible. You can apply for the position today. We can also
schedule a desired start date in case you have to make a job change.



We look forward to receiving your application.


